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Abstract

The cities are developing so fast more than the natural resources can recover their regular properties and some design projects do not satisfy the basic needs of inhabitants. In general, urban planners, engineers, and architects involved in the city transformation must collaborate with the health sector and especially with professionals in the nursing community field. It would be a big mistake for the health sector not to participate in the development of urban health for they are the ones who really know both, the built spaces and the real population needs. A healthy city can develop a sustainable and responsible economy by creating just cities, and thus avoiding the immigration process that seeks to improve a quality of life that is not found in the local community. There is a solution to the problem of identity and the impact of globalization for the evolution of new built environments or the revitalization of the city, and for all diseases in the world. The most effective method to combat this urban malady is prevention and should generate alerts to implement assertive, efficient, and effective prevention programs since these emerging symptoms are a direct product of social, economic, and environmental inequality. The advantage of globalization is that it has a world-class staff trained to do so: the community nurse. Community’s nurse is among the best professionals trained to generate changes in a given neighborhood which would then return identity to citizens. In fact, prevention is their distinctive expertise. Basically, community nurses are able to take action by stopping something from happening or arising into the health field. They can also develop action plans and promote the community’s urban health.
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